C65 - 38
Caption: Alumnae gather for the Celebration 65 group photo.
Description: Celebration 65 attendees standing together, looking up at the photographer for the group photo.

C65 - 58
Caption: Stefani Carter ’05 chats with Nicole Kerno ’53 at the brunch.
Description: Nicole Kerno ’53 and Stefani Carter ’05 chat over brunch.

C65 - 56
Caption: Former President of Ireland, Mary Robinson LL.M. ’68, addresses alumnae on Women’s Leadership in Challenging Times.
Description: Keynote Mary Robinson LL.M. ’68 addressing Women's Leadership in Challenging Times from the podium during dinner on Saturday.

C65 - 51
Caption: Zia Mody LL.M. ’79 participates on the panel, Getting on a Corporate Board: Strategies for Success.
Description: A close up of panelist Zia Mody LL.M. ’79 speaking into the microphone during her session, Getting on a Corporate Board: Strategies for Success.

C65 - 50
Caption: A screening of RBG, hosted by her former law clerks, Rachel Wainer Apter ’07 and Elizabeth Prelogar ’08 and her granddaughter, Clara Spera ’17.
Description: Rachel Wainer Apter ’07, Elizabeth Prelogar ’08 and Clara Spera ’17 smiling, standing at the front of Ames Courtroom before the RBG Film Screening.

C65 - 41
Description: Lizzie Asher ’99 speaking into the microphone during the True Stories: Navigating Career and Life session.

C65 - 59
Caption: Tia Schryver ’07 and Marcia Narine Weldon ’92 show off their matching blazers at the Farewell Brunch.
Description: Tia Schryver ’07 and Marcia Narine Weldon ’92 stand together smiling and wearing matching pink floral blazers.

C65 – 31
Caption: H.C. Robinson ’06 reflects on her career in the Law Teaching panel.
Description: A profile shot of H.C Robinson speaking while three other panelists listen as she reflects on her career in the Law Teaching panel.

C65 – 40
Caption: Classmates Nicole Kerno, Sondra Miller and Ann Pfohl Kirby in front of the portrait of the Pioneer Class of 1953 in the Caspersen Room of the HLS Library.

Description: Nicole Kerno, Sondra Miller and Ann Pfohl Kirby standing in front of the original portrait of the Pioneer Class of 1953.

C65 – 39
Caption: A group of friends pose for a photo in Jarvis Field.

Description: A group of women smiling for a group photo.

C65 – 54
Caption: Speaker Angela Sun ’01 at the cocktail reception on Saturday.

Description: Angela Sun ’01 standing wearing a black dress with “Equality” embroidered at the hem during the cocktail reception on Saturday.

C65 – 45
Caption: Chai Feldblum ’85 and Professor Martha Minow pose for a photo.

Description: Chai Feldblum ’85 and Professor Martha Minow smiling.

C65 – 18
Caption: C65 Program Co-Chair, Anne Weisberg ’85 presents the Celebration Award to her classmate, Vernä Myers ’85.

Description: Anne Weisberg ’85 and Verna Myers ’85 posing on stage with the Celebration Award.

C65 – 19
Caption: C65 Program Co-Chair, Yvonne Campos ’88 presents the Celebration Award to her mentor, Christine Arguello ’80.

Description: Yvonne Campos ’88 and Christine Arguello ’80 posing on stage with the Celebration Award.

C65 – 35
Caption: The Pioneer Class of 1953 receives the HLSA Award.

Description: Nicole Kerno ’53, Ann Pfohl Kirby ‘53, Sondra Miller ’53 holding their HLSA awards next to Dan Eaton ’89 and Dean John Manning.

C65 – 20
Caption: Celebration Award recipient Radhika Coomaraswamy LL.M. ’82.

Description: Celebration Award recipient Radhika Coomaraswamy LL.M. ’82 speaking from the podium.
C65 – 21
Caption: Keynote speakers Kimberlé Crenshaw ‘84 and Dorothy Roberts ‘80 engage in a dynamic conversation on Why Intersectionality Matters Now.

Description: Keynote speakers Kimberlé Crenshaw ‘84 and Dorothy Roberts ‘80 seated on stage engaged in discussion.

C65– 34


C65 – 33

Description: Mary Robinson LL.M. ‘68 and Rangita de Silva de Alwis LL.M. ‘94, S.J.D ‘97 seated at a panel table.

C65 – 30
Caption: Panelists Ally Coll Steele ‘16, Chai Feldblum ‘85, Elizabeth Saylor ‘01 and Kristin Sostowski ‘01 (moderator) addressed #MeToo and Beyond Sexual Harassment.

Description: Ally Coll Steele ‘16, Chai Feldblum ‘85, Elizabeth Saylor ‘01 and Kristin Sostowski ‘01 standing together and smiling before their #MeToo and Beyond Sexual Harassment panel discussion.

C65 – 29
Caption: Alumnae enjoy catching up in between morning sessions.
Description: Four women standing in a circle laughing while reading the Celebration 65 program.

C65 – 26


C65 – 1
Caption: Alumnae and students chat at the Mentor Breakfast in Milstein West.

Description: Two women talking and smiling at a table at the mentor breakfast in Milstein West.

C65 – 25
Caption: Women Leaders in Big Law speakers: Stephanie Phillipps ‘76, Sula Fiszman ‘84, Linda Chatman Thomsen ‘79, Kathleen Sullivan ‘81 (moderator), Lindsay Harrison ‘03 and Dale Cendali ‘84.
Description: Stephanie Phillipps ’76, Sula Fiszman ’84, Linda Chatman Thomsen ’79, Kathleen Sullivan ’81, Lindsay Harrison ’03 and Dale Cendali ’84 standing together before their session.

C65 – 24
Caption: Jennifer Weddle ’00 shares her experience in The Practical Realities of a Legal Career: The Career Truths No One Will Tell You.

Description: A profile shot of Jennifer Weddle speaking at a panel table.

C65 – 2
Caption: Reunion and Program Co-Chairs, Marissa Wesely ’79/’80, Rangita de Silva de Alwis LL.M. ’94, S.J.D ’97, Brande Stellings ’93 and Hillary Sale ’93 meet with the Dean before the Welcome Remarks.

Description: Celebration 65 leadership Marissa Wesely, Rangita de Silva de Alwis, Brande Stellings and Hillary Sale standing with Dean John Manning in the second floor hallway of the WCC on a sunny morning.

C65 – 23
Caption: Loretta E. Lynch ’84, Diane Lucas ’07, Patti Saris ’76, Dehlia Umunna MPA ’11 and Cathleen Price ’96 gather for a photo before their panel, Reforming Criminal Justice in America.

Description: Loretta Lynch ’84, Diane Lucas ’07, Patti Saris ’76, Dehlia Umunna MPA ’11 and Cathleen Price ’96 stand together in a sunny hallway.

C65 – 22
Caption: HLSA Women’s Alliance President, Dorothy Dewitt ‘94, mingles with Anne Weisberg ’85, Christine Arguello ’80, and Tia Schryver ’07 at the Networking Breakfast.

Description: Dorothy Dewitt ‘94, Anne Weisberg ’85, Christine Arguello ‘80, and Tia Schryver ’07 standing together at the Networking Breakfast.

C65 – 15
Caption: Women Leaders of Public Interest Organizations panelists pose for a photo.

Description: Shannon Al-Wakeel ’10, Jodi Grant ’93, Joi Chaney ’03, Deborah Gordon Klehr ’04, Gina Clayton-Johnson ’10 and Sue Mangold ‘87 seated at the panel table for their discussion.

C65 – 7
Caption: Kristi Jobson ’12 moderates a student and alumnae panel discussion on JD Admissions Today.

Description: A close up of moderator Kristi Jobson ’12 seated at a panel table discussing JD Admissions today.

C65 – 8
Caption: Sarah Eaton Stuart ’91 leads a workshop on Strategies for Finding your Voice and Leading with Mindfulness.
Description: Sarah Eaton Stuart ’91 leaning against the teacher’s desk discussing Strategies for Finding your Voice and Leading with Mindfulness.

C65 – 6
Caption: Paola Cecchi-Dimeglio presents on Small Nudges to Advance Diverse Talent Across Organizations

Description: Faculty speaker Paola Cecchi-Dimeglio presenting her research Small Nudges to Advance Diverse Talent Across Organizations from the front of the classroom.

C65 – 14
Caption: Julie Anna Alvarez ’88 moderating My Brilliant Alternative Career: Leveraging Your JD Skills into a Non-Practicing Role

Description: A close up of Julie Anna Alvarez ’88 moderating a panel discussion.

C65 – 55
Caption: A group of alumnae gather on the stairs of Langdell before dinner.

Description: A large group on women standing on the stairs of Langdell before dinner.

C65 – 13
Caption: Moderator, Sarah Grant ’19 (right) and panelists, Kate Buzicky ’07, Michelle Benecke ’92, Lindsay Rodman ’07, Alejandra Parra-Orlandoni ’15, and Kenitra Fewell ’05 speak about their military experiences in Women in Service - Military Veterans Share their Experiences and Lessons Learned.

Description: With the moderator on the far right, the speakers line up left to right in front of the blackboard in WCC 1023 before their panel discussion.

C65 – 12
Caption: Meena Harris ’12 shares her experience during the Social Change in the Digital Age panel.

Description: A close up of a Meena Harris speaking into the microphone during the Social Change in the Digital Age panel.

C65 – 9
Caption: Jennifer Taub ’93 speaks at How to Use your Voice (Without Running for Office)

Description: A profile shot of Jennifer Taub ’93 speaking on the panel.

C65 – 5
Caption: Lily Vakili ’92, Amy Sennett JD-MBA ’12, Beth Emery ’77, Patricia Paul ’92, Danièle Jean-Pierre ’01 and Ramona Romero ’88 pose for a photo before their session, The Practical Realities of a Legal Career: The Career Truths No One Will Tell You.

Description: The speakers line up left to right in front of the blackboard in WCC 1010 before their panel discussion.
C65 – 10
Caption: C65 Program Co-chair, Natalie Vernon ’17, asks a question during a session.

Description: Natalie Vernon ’17 asking a question in a crowded classroom.